Year 3 Overview: Autumn term 2 2020

English

Learning skill

Physical Education

Until I met Dudley by Roger McGough

This half term our learning skill is:

In PE and games this term,we will be working to develop

‘Have you ever wondered how a toaster works? Or a fridge-freezer,
or a washing-up machine? In this fun-filled book of how things
work, Dudley, the techno-wizard dog, provides the answers. Roger
McGough’s delightfully ingenious text and Chris Riddell’s striking
illustrations take children from the furthest realms of fantasy into
the fascinating world of technology to discover the workings of
familiar machines, making it an exciting book which will delight
again and again.’
‘ Roger McGough’s witty *text offers many weird and wonderful
explanations’ - Bookseller
We will be reading this book in our class and will respond by:
●

●

Writing a non-fiction piece of
text to inform others how a
robot pet compares to a real
pet
Continuing to refine our
sentence structure and how
these impact the reader; using
conjunctions to add detail

Additionally, we will also be having an
end of term debate, responding to the
question: Should all school pupils wear a smart uniform including
a blazer, shirt and tie?

RESPECT
The children will learn about the importance of this for skill
both for their education and in wider parts of their life.

Maths
In maths, we will focus upon the following areas:
PLACE VALUE:

●

Continue to revisit and revise our place value knowledge,
with particular emphasis on 3-digit numbers

PSHE
Celebrating difference (*JIGSAW):
This term, we will focus on: respecting and understanding
differences, knowing that equality and being fair does not always
mean the same for everyone.

●
●
●

Invasion games
Gymnastics
Dance

Religious Education
Driving Question: Has Christmas lost its true meaning?
In the lead up to Christmas, we will be learning about the
tradition from the Christianity perspective. We will learn about
the origins of Christmas and compare this to how it is celebrated
today.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION:
● Add and subtract multiples of 100
● Progress to adding and subtracting 3 digit numbers with 3
digit numbers, crossing 10/100 and exchanging
● Estimating and checking answers using formal written
methods

This term we will learn about two topics:
*forces and magnets and animals
including humans.

Additionally, we will be completing daily arithmetic and times tables
tasks. Your child will also be signed up to *TT Rockstars and given log
in details to practise their times tables at home.

The children will investigate friction an,
magnetic strength, linking this to our
*understanding of the world.

Dates and reminders
11/11/20 Remembrance Day
13/11/20 Mufti Day - Children in Need (donate online)
20/11/20 INSET Day - school closed
10/12/20 Flu immunisations
18/12/20 Last day of term - 1pm school pick up
Throughout the year we will be completing a number of practical
art and DT projects. To protect the uniform, please send your child
in with an apron or old shirt for them to wear.

our fundamental movement skills, core strength, balance
and coordination through:

Creative
Driving Question: How can we create the perfect (robotic) pet?
ART:
To create our own mark making invention using card and black paint.
Artist study: Leonardo Da Vinci: Flying Machine 1488
DT:
Construction and electricity: To design, make and create an iconic
landmark in Poole that could attract more tourists to the area.
MUSIC:
To learn the song *‘Spread my Wings’ from the film Inside Out.
To perform in a group and the use of body percussion to help with
rhythm.

Science

They will also learn about the
importance of nutrition for animals, and
the role of the skeleton and muscles.

MFL: Spanish

Spiritual: Experiencing and respecting other beliefs.
Moral: Knowing the difference between right and wrong.
Social: Developing leadership, cooperation and teamwork.
Cultural: Appreciating other cultures and what they offer.
DEMOCRACY - RULE OF LAW - INDIVIDUAL LIBERTY - MUTUAL
RESPECT AND TOLERANCE

In Year Three we will begin learning the ‘Modern Foreign
Language’ Spanish. We will focus this term on
speaking, listening and reading:
Introductions
Months of the year
Numbers to 10
*Duo Lingo is a great free app to begin learning Spanish.

